
Your Personal Worst Enemy Is Political Corruption And Public
Policy Bribery

 

Did you know that 85% of every dime you earn is affected by
political bribery?

Political corruption is the use of powers by public officials, their
network contacts, or the coordination of such corruption by
Silicon Valley oligarchs, or VC's, for illegitimate private gain.

Forms of corruption vary, but include bribery, extortion,
cronyism, nepotism, parochialism, patronage, influence
peddling, graft, and embezzlement. Corruption may facilitate
criminal enterprise such as drug trafficking, money laundering,
and human trafficking, though it is not restricted to these
activities. Misuse of government power for other purposes, such
as repression of political opponents and general police brutality,
is also considered political corruption. Masiulis case is a typical
example of political corruption.

Over time, corruption has been defined differently. For example,
in a simple context, while performing work for a government or
as a representative, it is unethical to accept a gift. Any free gift
could be construed as a scheme to lure the recipient towards
some biases. In most cases, the gift is seen as an intention to
seek certain favors such as work promotion, tipping in order to
win a contract, job or exemption from certain tasks in the case of
junior employee giving the gift to a senior employee who can be
key in winning the favor.[1]
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Some forms of corruption – now called "institutional corruption"
[2] – are distinguished from bribery and other kinds of obvious
personal gain. A similar problem of corruption arises in any
institution that depends on financial support from people who
have interests that may conflict with the primary purpose of the
institution.

An illegal act by an officeholder constitutes political corruption
only if the act is directly related to their official duties, is done
under color of law or involves trading in influence. The activities
that constitute illegal corruption differ depending on the country
or jurisdiction. For instance, some political funding practices that
are legal in one place may be illegal in another. In some cases,
government officials have broad or ill-defined powers, which
make it difficult to distinguish between legal and illegal actions.
Worldwide, bribery alone is estimated to involve over 1 trillion
US dollars annually.[3] A state of unrestrained political corruption
is known as a kleptocracy, literally meaning "rule by thieves".

Investigations by the United States Congress have shown that
The U.S. Department of Energy, SSA, HUD, IRS, EPA, and other
agencies, are used as political slush funds to pay back (In Plain
Sight) campaign finance millionaires.

Corrupt politicians steer payola to campaign financiers while
blockading the Silicon Valley oligarch's competitors from
reaching the market or receiving funding. Jury and FBI-compliant
evidence proves this as fact. The White House has total and
covert control over those agencies and can order any federal
agency to screw over any voter if that citizen "mouths off". The
Lois Lerner case, and thousands of similar cases, prove that!
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In every case, the only entities who participated in the global
character assassination and propaganda-media defamation
reprisal attacks were those entities owned and controlled by the
attackers. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.
Follow-the-money and the proof is quite clear.

The suspects have hired the largest numbers of lobbyists and
corporate manipulation lawyers in U.S. history in order to
manipulate political decisions. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence
proves this as fact.

The suspects have spent more money on political bribes than
any group of men has spent in the last century. Jury and FBI-
compliant evidence proves this as fact.

The suspects placed top federal law enforcement and agency
bosses from their own Cartel, into top government positions,
with orders to run cover and protection schemes for them. Jury
and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

California State officials including the Governor, Controller, The
Senators, Secretary of State and regional officials participated in
these crimes and pocketed the initial profits from these crimes in
covert investment banking. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence
proves this as fact.

Tesla Motors, Google, Netflix, Facebook, Linkedin, Amazon and
other tech Cartel members operate with a common goal of
psychological mass ideology manipulation and monopolistic
profiteering based on government sponsored anti-trust
violations and server control exclusivity. Jury and FBI-compliant
evidence proves this as fact.



The Silicon Valley oligarchs campaign contributions to individual
federal candidates are well-documented, with each contribution
limited to $2,700 (of visible cash) per cycle to each candidate or
their personal political action committee.

But political influence from outside groups, for example via
Google's massive army of lobbyists and crooked law firms, is far
more than just cold hard cash in the form of direct campaign
contributions. A large portion of the people who run political
election programs, ie: "Campaign Managers" are no more than
mobsters who run various financial shake-down and
transparency evasion efforts.

The Washington Post reports on many bribery matters, for
example, that the Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires has
donated less than $4 million publicly visible dollars to members
of Congress in the last 18 years.... BUT.. In an era where some
Senate races cost nearly $100 million, $4 million seems like very
little. Here are other ways the Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech
billionaires bribe their way into policy and politics:

1. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires also give to
party committees and the national party. A maxed-out
donation to the national party quickly increases campaign
spending to more than $100,000. Any organization – or
person – can also give $33,400 to a party committee. Finally,
state and local parties can each receive a $10,000, quickly
allowing campaign finance totals to sour to nearly half-a-
million dollars.

2. While the organization has to follow campaign limits, its
members can make their own political donations, also
following campaign finance limits noted above. But with
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millions of members, political clout builds quickly. The Palo
Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires have people like Steve
Spinner and Steve Westly who use computerized
manipulation systems to get members to over donate.

3. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires has a politically
active membership on the social networks they own. With
more than five million members, the Facebook and Google
constantly communicates with its members about
immigration and climate issues that affect the Palo Alto
Mafia of High Tech billionaires stock market holdings and
advising them how to vote. The organization is also
constantly increasing its voter rolls by registering people to
vote.

4. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires also activates its
membership when elected officials are facing climate-
related legislation, resulting in phone calls and emails and
letters to Congress. In addition, lawmakers' votes are noted
and advertised to their issue-oriented membership.

5. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires has its a
massive number of their own super PAC's and 501c4 political
organization which can run hundreds of their own political
campaigns. The groups combined spent more than $40
million in the midterm elections on Senate and
Congressional candidates, according to the Center for
Responsive Politics. A lot of that money was spent on
political advertising on television, radio and digital, and on
direct mail.

6. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires tip off Senator's
staff as to which stocks to have their Goldman Sachs brokers
buy and which laws to manipulate that will pump those
stocks that the families of Sen. Reid, Harris, Pelosi, Feinstein,
etc. have already insider traded. Why do you think Nancy



Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein have $100M in their bank
accounts from only a $170K per year salary? (ie: If Tesla
Motors went bankrupt would Nancy Pelosi and Dianne
Feinstein, who own covert stock in Musk's companies, go
bankrupt?)

7. Political attackers spend over $30M, part of that using
taxpayer resources, attacking each victim that exposes
them. This is proven in the financial transaction records from
hired attackers: Google, Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Think
Progress, Media Matters, Facebook shadow-banning, troll
farms, Media Matters, Black Cube, Fusion GPS, et al. (All of
whom are now being forced out of business by federal and
public investigations). Jury and FBI-compliant evidence
proves the assertions. Hiring services, that wipe out a
Senator's adversaries, is an overt form of bribery and Dark
Money financing by Oligarchs.

8. There are hundreds of other such examples...

Senior White House staffer Steve Rattner was indicted for stock
market securities fraud, Former President's campaign manager
and Uber executive David Plouffe has been fined $90,000 for
illegally bribing Chicago mayor Rahm Emanuel (Obama's former
Chief of Staff, on behalf of the ride-hailing company, the Chicago
Tribune reports.

In another case, White House buddies Marty Nesbitt and Harreld
Kirkpatrick III formed a private equity investment firm called
Vistria created to interface to the 2012 election.

A curious pattern began to emerge. The White House
administration would attack industries with government power,
which led to substantially lower valuations for these companies.



Nesbitt and Vistria, or others close to the White House, could
then acquire those assets for pennies on the dollar. For example:
The for-profit higher education schools like University of
Phoenix, ITT Technical Institute, and DeVry University; In 2013,
White House staff blamed the schools for taking advantage of
students by saddling them with student debt, ruining their credit
and making a profit on it. The White House ordered the Federal
Trade Commission to go after them. In the case of the University
of Phoenix, its parent Apollo Education Group was suspended
after a Federal Trade Commission investigation in 2015. The
following year, three companies, including Vistria, swooped in to
buy what remained of Apollo at a price 90% below its share price
before the investigation. As Vistria's education investment
portfolio bulged, a number of White House Education
Department officials, including Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan, ended up taking high-level jobs with Vistria.

In another instance both the Vice President and Secretary of
State were deeply involved in trade and security talks with China
even as that country began its aggressive campaign to expand
its military and physical presence in the South China Sea.
Contrary to standard diplomatic practice, however, both played
"good cop," not seriously confronting China on its misbehavior.
These two officials were close friends from their years spent
together in the Senate. Their families went into business
together in 2009. They created a number of equity and real
estate investment firms allied to Rosemont Capital, the
alternative investment fund of the Heinz Family Office. Over the
next seven years, as the Vice President and Secretary of State
negotiated sensitive and high-stakes deals with foreign
governments, Rosemont entities secured a series of exclusive
deals with those same foreign governments. In December of
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2013, for instance, when one of those politicians traveled to
China for talks. He brought his family along. While there, the
father soft-pedaled China's clear aggression, and played up the
bilateral trade partnership. Ten days after the trip concluded,
China's central bank, the Bank of China, set up a $1 billion
investment joint venture called Bohai Harvest RST. For the
record, the "RS" referred to Biden's son's firm, Rosemont Seneca.

That's questionable enough; But months later, in July 2014, the
Secretary of State traveled to China, also for talks. He talked little
of China's clear aggression, but did conspicuously note that
"China and the United States represent the greatest economic
alliance trading partnership in the history of humankind." He
should know. In the ensuing months, Chinese government-
linked firms took major stakes in several of the firms owned or
controlled by their family, and provided them with massive
funding totaling billions of dollars. Nor is this the only scandal
involving these guys.

While we can provide hundreds of thousands of such examples,
it is up to YOU, as a citizen, to call these public figures (who are
your EMPLOYEES) to task when it occurs and remove them from
office in special elections, mid-term.
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